
The School Furniture Market is HOT!
By: Travis Holland, Education Business Development Manager - S.P. Richards 

Whether schools are trying the latest experiment in collaborative learning, back to basics, or trying some new
experimental educational theory, students have to sit somewhere.  That keeps the school furniture industry in 
business.  

This is a major revenue growth opportunity for Independent Dealers who are actively selling furniture into the 
education market, as well as, dealers who are searching for vertical market growth opportunities.  Below I will 
highlight some trends that we are seeing in education and provide you with a few “low hanging fruit” 
opportunities that you can quickly identify and pursue.

In 2017, the global school furniture market reached a value of $4 billion.  School furniture in the U.S. 
represents approximately $2.05 billion annual market, according to a study from the National School Supply 
and Equipment Association.

A new report released by the London-based research firm Technavio says that “The education furniture 
market in North America is poised for growth.”  This research predicts a compound annual growth rate of 
almost 5% percent from 2018-2022.  This is a hard market to say “one size fits all.”  There is a lot of crossover 
furniture business in education that is mostly classified as Early Childhood, Pre-K through 12th grade, and 
college.  However, on the other side you have office furniture, cafeteria furniture, library furniture, and 
classroom furniture.  

Growth in the market is the result of several factors, say the Technavio report.  Here are just a few to consider.
• Increased focus on aesthetics
• Growing demand for ergonomic designs that prevent health and posture problems in children
• Need for comfortable learning environments that keep students focused
• New interactive and dynamic teaching styles, like blended learning, and flipped classrooms, that                                
required portable and adjustable furniture that can be reconfigured easily
• Growth in the demand for eco-friendly furniture

As students, teaching styles, and the education system progress, so must its furniture. Gone are the days of 
the inflexible, stationary furniture pieces.  Like the students, school furniture of the future is flexible and mobile.  
The trend we’re seeing now is that educators are viewing the classroom less as a commodity and more as 
an environment to invest in.  Below are a few key points to keep in mind before meeting with an educator or 
administrator regarding their furniture needs.

Collaboration 
Office and classroom alike are finding value in flexible and collaborative spaces – both of which require 
furniture conducive to these relatively new schools of thought. Instead of giving individual assignments, 
teachers are finding value in assigning group work.  There has been a move in different teaching styles over 
the last several years.  Educators are introducing more collaborative, active activities in the classrooms.  
Because teachers are driving this and students are asking for more engagement in the classroom, schools 
are building classrooms to meet these needs.  Therefore, furniture needs to support collaboration.  The “front 
of the classroom” is quickly disappearing as more furniture is becoming flexible, mobile, and easily 
reconfigured



Reconfigurable
Reconfiguration is also important for the teachers and janitorial staff. "No matter what happens in the 
classroom during the day, is the furniture easy enough to reconfigure to clean the room and to put it back 
into shape?  Do you have furniture that’s ergonomically flexible enough that anybody can handle it and 
manage it without being injured?  Administrators are also seeing the need to have mobility built into the 
furniture. Some are looking for furniture that can easily be moved every summer for cleaning and floor 
refinishing, as others are looking or easily reconfigurable and mobile pieces for class changes and mobile 
educators.  

Ergonomic Era
One of the focuses of new school furniture is providing a healthy indoor environment for students and 
teachers.  Barbara Worth, the associate executive director for public policy for the Council for Educational 
Facility Planners, International, said “the landscape of today's classroom differs from that of a generation ago. 
More schools these days prefer tables and chairs, enabling students to sit in groups, in contrast to single-pupil 
desks lined up in rows with the teacher at the front.”
"Teachers don't teach that way, and kids don't learn that way anymore," Ms. Worth said. Nevertheless, "more 
than half the schools in this country are 50 years old, and in lots of schools, kids are still scrunched in little 
desks," she said.  Ergonomics has also come to the forefront in classroom furniture.

Ergonomic Advantage
Not only is school furniture becoming more adaptable in terms of reconfiguring in a space, it is literally 
becoming more flexible – components are being made of more bendable materials. This added flexibility 
allows for ergonomic support.  A recent study showed that the number one complaint of middle and high 
school teenagers was how uncomfortable the furniture was in their school.  School furniture is trending to be 
more student-centric. Unconventional teaching techniques, collaborative projects, and ergonomic concerns 
all require different levels of furniture flexibility. The focus is quickly becoming about the learning environments, 
with what the students need to be successful and many times that is comfortable, collaborative and 
ergonomic seating

I have had several conversations recently about the back to school market as it pertains to furniture.  Most of 
these conversations consisted of someone telling me that the back to school selling season for this year is 
over.  That statement might be somewhat accurate; however there are still many back to school 
opportunities, as well as furniture opportunities throughout the year.  Let me walk you through a couple quick 
scenarios.  I would recommend asking if any of these scenarios are happening in your schools.  You could 
uncover some business and become that schools new best friend and hero.  
Scenario #1:  School is back in session and educators have realized that they don’t have enough chairs, desks 
and/or tables.  Students are already back, so they need these pieces as quickly as possible.  This scenario 
happened recently in a large metropolitan school district.  The news showed many of the students sitting on 
the floor.
Scenario #2:  School is back in session; however they have not received any of the furniture that they ordered.  
They are told that it is on backorder and could take several weeks to deliver.  They need something quick.
Scenario #3:  The furniture was delivered and most of it is damaged.  It will take several weeks to replace.
Scenario #4:   The school administration has additional funds to spend.  They were holding back on 
purchasing furniture until they could identify and understand their needs – Additional classrooms, class sizes, 
student enrollment, etc.
Scenario #5:  The school has older furniture that they need to match.  The most common in this scenario is the 
traditional medium oak desk, medium oak with black trim activity table, specific chair colors and the chair 
desk combo

The three things that I hope you take away from this article
 1.  The school furniture market is BIG and continuing to grow
 2.  The trends and shifts in classroom environments - what is important in today’s classrooms 
 3.  “Low hanging fruit” opportunities for back to school furniture needs



Below are a few resources to help you start the furniture conversation or deepen the conversations that you 
are having with educators.  View the following items on our Heroes4Education website.

Classroom Furniture Multi Page Brochure 
Classroom by Lorell® Furniture Brochure
Classroom by Lorell® Furniture Brochure - Editable

As always, the dedicated S.P. Richards Education Team is here to assist in your efforts to grow the education 
category. Please let us know what we can do to help. 

Travis can be reached at: 
C: 615-210-4796 
Travis_holland@sprich.com

www.edweek.org
www.educationaldealermagizine.com
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